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Introducing	
  MANA’s	
  New	
  President	
  Marinah
MANA has begun a
new era!
Geradine Simkins, Executive Director
Three years ago when I recruited
Marinah Farrell to be on the MANA
board, little did I know I would be
introducing her to you today as your
new President. I am thrilled to say
that with her Presidency MANA has
begun a new era in at least two
important ways. First, Marinah is the
first President who is not from the
“Founding Mother” generation of
MANA. She stands on the shoulders
of the cadre of seasoned MANA
leaders who will work hand in hand
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Valenzuela Farrell

with her. And second, Marinah is the
first midwife of color to be president
of MANA, a milestone of serious
significance for MANA. Welcome to
your new position, Madame
President, the torch has been passed
to you. Shine on!

silence as we rode his horse into the
mountains of Mexico, an explorer of
the wild and lover of herbal
medicine. This knowledge he passed
down to my mother, who passed it
down to me. (continued on page 2)

Marinah’s story

news in this issue

I can never think about my story
without invoking the history and
spirits of my ancestors. My
grandfathers and grandmothers
were fiercely elegant even amidst the
poverty that surrounded them. I
conjure memories of my
grandfather’s blue eagle-eyed
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MISSION:	
  The	
  Midwives	
  Alliance	
  of	
  North	
  America,	
  a	
  	
  501(c)(6)	
  nonprofit,	
  is	
  a	
  
professional	
  membership	
  organization	
  that	
  promotes	
  excellence	
  in	
  midwifery	
  care,	
  
endorses	
  diversity	
  in	
  educational	
  backgrounds	
  and	
  practice	
  styles,	
  and	
  is	
  dedicated	
  to	
  
unifying	
  and	
  strengthening	
  the	
  profession,	
  thereby	
  increasing	
  access	
  to	
  quality	
  
healthcare	
  and	
  improving	
  outcomes	
  for	
  women,	
  babies	
  and	
  families.	
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“My	
  vision	
  is	
  for	
  every	
  
MANA	
  member	
  to	
  have	
  
equal	
  access	
  to	
  the	
  
profession	
  and	
  our	
  
organizaMon	
  because	
  every	
  
community	
  and	
  every	
  
woman	
  needs	
  a	
  midwife	
  
that	
  best	
  represents	
  their	
  
own	
  values	
  and	
  cultures.”	
  

(President Report, continued) My parents met in El Paso Texas, and I grew up in a place between the U.S. and
Mexican borders. I grew to awareness that it was important to work for vulnerable populations because both of my
parents were devoted to missionary work their entire lives. Much was given, and therefore, I have always felt much was
expected. Thus, I work for many non-profit organizations here in Arizona and abroad. Everyday, I give thanks for the
gift of midwifery and for the communities who invite me into their lives.
My first MANA conference (doesn’t everyone have a story of their first MANA conference?!) was in Arizona.
Ina May Gaskin and Marsden Wagner were there, as well as all types of midwives and birth workers and advocates.
Being at MANA was a “coming home” and an all-star event of unforgettable individuals. From that time forward, I have
loved MANA.
With the advent of technology, the aging of our tireless founding mentors, the explosion of maternal health
organizations and the fast American pace of life, our board had to look hard at our grassroots style and wonder how in
the world we would be able to keep up. We reject becoming pathologically ”corporate,” but also realize we need to
adhere to business policies and practices in order to meet the accelerating demands of our organization. We want to
remain an organization that honors all midwives, can professionally represent our members, can still be groovy and,
more importantly, will be compassionately progressive.
Our learning curve became a slope. We prioritized trainings in organizational and cultural humility and how to
be more supportive of gender freedoms. We created better systems of communications for the ”virtual” demands of
social and electronic media. We amplified our voice at International and National meetings because midwives are more
supported than ever in some ways and yet more vulnerable to hostility because of it. Our Division of Research, whose
Coordinating Council are pioneers each and every one, is an essential contribution we make to the midwifery
profession. It facilitates us understanding what the big picture looks like in maternal and child health, and for everyone
“out there” to understand the important role midwives play in that picture.
The founders of MANA packed into cars with their babies on a shoestring budget and met in hotel rooms to
write bylaws and to be recognized as a profession. MANA was founded on a love of midwives and, ultimately, the
families they serve, and this remains our core foundation. Looking towards the next 30 years, MANA is evolving to
embrace the “new” tools of technology, social media and research. My vision is for every MANA member to have
equal access to the profession and our organization because every community and every woman needs a midwife that
best represents their own values and cultures. And, ultimately, MANA wishes to welcome a new generation of leaders
into the movement to carry on this always hard, always beautiful, “groovy” work.
Peace, health and love to you, Marinah

GROWING

“From our vision 30 years ago to today, the

CHANGING

world has become an entirely different place.

CREATING

We are realizing...we must change as well.”
!

!

!

--Sarita Bennett

Our vision: the MANA board of directors
Sarita Bennett,

Vice President

The Midwives Alliance is growing,
changing, and creating the world of
midwifery at an ever escalating pace.
From our vision 30 years ago to today,
the world has become an entirely
different place. As your Board of Directors we are
realizing that in order to keep up to that pace, we must
change as well.
At our Portland conference in October 2013, the Board
presented a complete restructuring presentation to the
MANA membership present. It was met with positive
feedback as well as some questions. Through this
newsletter we would like to roll out the basics for
MANA members who were not present in Oregon. We
hope to gain your vote of confidence to make the
necessary changes to create a more equitable,
versatile, task-oriented board of directors so that we
can better serve you, the membership, as well as
continue to grow the profession of midwifery.
To date, our board composition has included an
executive council of President, two Vice Presidents,
Treasurer, Secretary as well as several Regional
Representatives and Section Chairs. Over the years
there has been a varied number of Regional
Representatives serving different areas of our
communities. Historically, the Regional Representative

positions have needed to communicate with the
membership by direct face to face contact, which has
changed dramatically with the rise of social media,
email, and web interaction. At the same time, we are
finding significant gaps in job related experience and
expertise to complete the more complex tasks that we
are being asked to do in the larger midwifery world. It
is in this context that we propose restructuring to a skillsbased board of directors. (See page 4)
In 2010, the MANA Board crafted a comprehensive
and visionary strategic plan. The plan included our
visions and goals for the Midwives Alliance along with
specific integral projects to propel midwifery and our
organization forward. We are proposing that we use
this strategic plan to direct our restructuring efforts,
creating Divisions within the organization to accomplish
this vision.

Next steps
Visit http://www.mana.org/about-us/restructuring for
an in-depth look at MANA's restructuring plan. We will
be asking members for their feedback at every step of
the process starting with this plan. (See green box
below.) In addition, the board will be proposing some
revisions to the bylaws in order to enact this progressive
plan for the Midwives Alliance. Thank you, MANA
members, for growing, changing and creating with us!

The board wants to hear from MANA members
Please contact MANA’s board of directors at info@mana.org with your
thoughts, ideas, concerns, support and questions. We are eager to know if
our vision matches your goals for your professional midwifery organization.
Thank you!

See more resources for
“Restructuring MANA” at
http://www.mana.org/
about-us/restructuring

RE-VISIONING

“The primary reason to restructure an

RESTRUCTURING

organization today is to create a more

RENEWING

successful organization for tomorrow.”
!

!

-Geradine Simkins

Positioning MANA for the future
Geradine Simkins, Executive Director

Why restructure?
Today, professional
associations face intense pressures
that threaten their continued
relevance. The typical association
model--which was created over 100
years ago--isn’t nearly as effective as it
once was.
Several irreversible trends are
making the traditional model and
accepted practices obsolete: rapid
advances in technology; higher
member expectation; increased
competition; and diverse member
markets.
For the past decade MANA
leaders have noticed that significant
and permanent changes have
occurred, changes that the Founding
Mothers of MANA could not have
anticipated. The two biggest
challenges are the number of
midwifery organizations that now exist
and draw on a limited pool of
members, and the ways in which the
Internet has changed how information
is delivered within the organization
and in the larger world.

Times are changing & we must
change too
A changed environment requires
an organization to adopt new
approaches and methods.
Undertaking radical change, by its
very nature, must challenge our basic
thinking.

Change is both challenging
& an opportunity to grow
For the past several years, MANA
has worked hard to adapt in a fast
changing world of nonprofits, new
communication technologies and
health care needs. Board members
have daily and weekly been faced
with the realization that change must
occur in order for MANA to thrive, be
sustainable, and be well positioned for
the future. We would like to introduce
you to the basic concepts of the
changes that have been evolving over
the past five years or so, that have
finally resulted in full-blown
restructuring.

Three major shifts
There are 3 changes that most
define what the board means by revisioning and restructuring MANA:
1) A shift to a more effective
governance model that includes a
smaller skills--based board (ideally
8-10 members).
2) A shift from a committee
structure to a division structure, with
several committees within each
division. Each committee has direct
oversight by a division chair, who is
a member of the board.
3) A shift to interaction and
involvement with MANA members
by Division Chairs rather than
Regional Representatives, using
social media technology rather
than face-to-face encounters.

Why shift to a
skills-based board
model?
MANA’s mission
Nonprofit organizations are
highly driven in realizing their
social missions, but they often
lack the capacity to address
their strategic, operational &
financial challenges. This is
true of
MANA,
and as a
result, we
often feel
limited in our ability to
resolve the critical issues that
midwives and women of
reproductive age face today.

Making an impact
A skills-based volunteer
model is one that very
intentionally matches the skill
sets of board members with
work tasks that need to be
completed in order for
MANA to realize its strategic
goals.

Leveraging resources
In order to be successful we
must leverage our limited
resources of time, energy,
people & money to be most
productive in serving the
needs of our members.

GRATITUDE

TO

UNSUNG HEROS &
DOR CHAMPIONS
for MANA STATS 2.0

AND CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE AUTHORS OF THE
STUDIES!

LEADERSHIP IN CREATING
MANA DOR
Diane Holzer, former
President
Abby Kinne, former 1st VP
Geradine Simkins, former 2nd
VP
Peggy Garland, First DOR
Director

DATA COLLECTION &
CONTRIBUTOR SUPPORT
Bruce Ackerman,
Director of Data Collection
Ellen Harris-Braun
Director of Database
Development
Trinlie Wood,
Consents & Enrollments

MANA STATS SOFTWARE
DEVELOPERS
Eric Harris-Braun
Ellen Harris-Braun
Bruce Ackerman

DATA REVIEW
Wendy Gordon, Data Review
Manager
Bonnie Ruder, Courtney
Everson, Liz Collins

Ground Breaking Research Using MANA Stats Published!
Planned home birth confers
benefits to mothers & babies
The new study published on
January 30, 2014 shows that for a
healthy woman with a single, headdown, full-term baby, planned
home birth with a midwife is a safe
option. The study also shows that
normal physiologic birth contributes
to a safe and healthy birth because
there are no unnecessary
interventions that disrupt normal
physiological processes.
The value of this study is that it
contributes to the growing body of
literature on planned home birth in
the United States. It can be a useful
tool for midwives, families, other
maternity care providers and policy
makers. It can be especially useful
for shared decision-making
between a woman and her
maternity care provider when
weighing individual health
priorities, health status, and risks
and benefits about the best place to
give birth.

Missy Cheyney, PhD, CPM,
LDM, Principal Investigator
speaks:
“The debate around home birth
is very polarized in our country.
Many of us hold deep convictions
about it. I am a midwife who
attends home birth. Like most
midwives, I feel home birth is an

Susan Oshel, Kristen Graser,
Lynette Chambers, Teneya
Jackman & many others
OTHER SUPPORT
Tina Williams, Admin
Nicole Demetriou, Data
Access Application
Holly Horan, Data Doula
Susanna Snyder, 2.0
Codebook Construction
ALL DATA CONTRIBUTORS,
FUNDERS & VOLUNTEERS
Thank you so much!

3-in-1 success

excellent option for
low risk women who
hope to avoid
unnecessary
interventions and to
support the processes
of physiologic birth.
Physicians who only receive our
transfers or witness the times when
mothers need interventions only
available in the hospital, like
epidural or pitocin augmentation,
may feel very differently. How do
we remove these biases from our
research? The answer is that we
cannot completely. What we can
do is allow our work to be
reviewed critically by others before
it goes to press. Unbiased
reviewers in a peer-reviewed
publication process, who don’t
know your work, look very closely
at your methods, and they critically
evaluate the tests you have run and
the interpretations you have made.
They hold you to a very high
standard. This can serve as an
important corrective to researcher
bias.”

1. Two stellar articles were

“This is precisely the process to
which our studies using MANA
Stats Registry were subjected
before being published in the
Journal of Midwifery & Women’s
Health. This level of rigor ensures
high quality research that women &
their partners can use in making
informed decisions.”

3. MANA communications
machine rolled it out

published
Title:	
  Outcomes	
  of	
  Care	
  for	
  16,924	
  
Planned	
  Home	
  Births	
  in	
  the	
  United	
  
States:	
  The	
  Midwives	
  Alliance	
  of	
  North	
  
America	
  StaMsMcs	
  Project,	
  2004	
  to	
  2009.
Title:	
  Development	
  and	
  ValidaMon	
  of	
  a	
  
NaMonal	
  Data	
  Registry	
  for	
  Planned	
  Home	
  
and	
  Birth	
  Center	
  Births:	
  The	
  Midwives	
  
Alliance	
  of	
  North	
  America	
  StaMsMcs	
  
Project	
  2.0	
  Dataset

2. MANA Stats contributors
made it happen
432	
  midwife-‐
contributors	
  were	
  
involved!	
  	
  MANA	
  Stats	
  
Registry	
  has	
  three	
  main	
  
data	
  collecMon	
  form	
  
versions	
  since	
  the	
  
project’s	
  incepMon:	
  the	
  
2.0,	
  3.0	
  and	
  4.0	
  versions.	
  Overall,	
  more	
  
than	
  67,000	
  courses	
  of	
  care	
  now	
  
comprise	
  the	
  MANA	
  Stats	
  Data	
  Registry,	
  
with	
  more	
  than	
  1,000	
  new	
  records	
  
submi]ed	
  monthly.	
  

MANA	
  had	
  a	
  presence	
  across	
  a	
  wide-‐
variety	
  of	
  social	
  media,	
  such	
  as	
  news	
  and	
  
print	
  media,	
  blogs,	
  Facebook,	
  Twitter,	
  
Pinterest,	
  You	
  Tube	
  &	
  more.	
  Thank	
  you	
  
Jeanette	
  McCulloch	
  &	
  Wendy	
  Gordon!	
  	
  

What does the MANA Stats 2.0 dataset tell us?
93% women had normal
physiological birth

5% c-section rate

2.5% prematurity rate

4.5% oxytocin to speed labor

1.4% episiotomy rate

4% epidural rate

2.5% of infants admitted to NICU
in first 6 weeks of life

10.9% home to hospital transfer
rate, most for non-ER reasons

At 6 weeks nearly all babies were
breastfeeding

Thank you to 432 midwifecontributors!

mothers and babies. Your
participation in MANA Stats
Registry enables transformative
research, such as the two studies just
published. Thank you so much.

annual research study on planned
home birth. The MANA Stats Project
collects data on birth & associated
perinatal care and outcomes,
focusing on out-of-hospital births
attended by midwives. This data set
is intended to enable research on
midwifery practice and normal birth
with the goal of improving care of
women and babies.

The MANA board of directors &
the MANA DOR Coordinating
Council Directors wish to thank each
and every one of our 432 midwifecontributors and their home birth
clients. By contributing to the
MANA Statistics Registry, you have
helped your profession to
participate in continuous quality
improvement towards providing the
best possible quality of care to

Join MANA Stats - be part
of the solution
If you have not participated in
MANA Stats, please consider
joining our team of midwifecontributors. Next year at this time
your birth data will be part of the

Contact research@mana.org to
become a MANA Stats
Contributor

What are the key points from the MANA Stats research?
Point	
  1:	
  This	
  is	
  the	
  largest	
  ever	
  look	
  at	
  planned	
  
home	
  births	
  in	
  the	
  U.S.,	
  examining	
  nearly	
  17,000	
  
births.	
  

Point	
  4:	
  This	
  study	
  is	
  also	
  important	
  because	
  it	
  
shows	
  the	
  beneﬁts	
  of	
  physiologic	
  birth,	
  which	
  can	
  
be	
  supported	
  in	
  any	
  secng.

Point	
  2:	
  This	
  study	
  joins	
  a	
  growing	
  body	
  of	
  
research	
  that	
  shows	
  that,	
  for	
  low-‐risk	
  women,	
  
home	
  birth	
  with	
  a	
  skilled	
  midwife	
  is	
  a	
  safe	
  opMon	
  
that	
  has	
  health	
  beneﬁts	
  for	
  mothers	
  and	
  babies.

Point	
  5:	
  The	
  MANA	
  Stats	
  registry	
  contains	
  high-‐
quality	
  data	
  that	
  uses	
  the	
  gold	
  standard	
  -‐	
  the	
  
medical	
  record	
  -‐	
  instead	
  of	
  birth	
  cerMﬁcate	
  data,	
  
which	
  is	
  notoriously	
  unreliable	
  for	
  studying	
  
intended	
  place	
  of	
  birth	
  and	
  newborn	
  outcomes.

Point	
  3:	
  For	
  some	
  women,	
  certain	
  factors	
  appear	
  
to	
  create	
  a	
  higher	
  incidence	
  of	
  serious	
  risk	
  -‐	
  
including	
  death	
  -‐	
  to	
  their	
  newborn.	
  The	
  risk	
  of	
  
serious	
  outcomes	
  appears	
  to	
  be	
  very	
  small.	
  
Nonetheless,	
  women,	
  along	
  with	
  their	
  care	
  
providers,	
  should	
  be	
  aware	
  of	
  and	
  consider	
  these	
  
risks	
  when	
  making	
  a	
  decision	
  about	
  place	
  of	
  birth.

Point	
  6:	
  There’s	
  a	
  large	
  body	
  of	
  research	
  that	
  
shows	
  home	
  birth	
  is	
  safe	
  in	
  other	
  countries.	
  But	
  
because	
  of	
  the	
  fractured	
  U.S.	
  maternal	
  health	
  care	
  
system,	
  there’s	
  been	
  an	
  ongoing	
  quesMon	
  of	
  
whether	
  that	
  will	
  transfer	
  to	
  the	
  U.S.	
  This	
  study	
  is	
  
a	
  primary	
  step	
  at	
  seeing	
  what	
  is	
  happening	
  in	
  the	
  
U.S.

DREAM IT.
NAME IT.
CHANGE IT.
MANA ELECTION
Ballots will be mailed to all
current, Midwife/Voting MANA
members February 28, 2014.
Be sure to vote for the
following board positions: Vice
President, Secretary, Director
of Division of Public Affairs &
Director of Professional
Development

MANA CONFERENCE

2014
Save	
  the	
  date	
  to	
  meet	
  us	
  in	
  
St.	
  Louis	
  for	
  the	
  "Spirit	
  of	
  
Midwifery"	
  annual	
  MANA	
  
Conference,	
  October	
  23-‐26,	
  
2014.	
  
Watch	
  for	
  informaQon	
  &	
  
registraQon	
  at	
  	
  hSp://
www.mana.org/mana2014/	
  	
  

MANA needs all hands on deck!
Every association on the planet was created for the same reason: people
discovered there were some things of value and worth that they could do better
together than alone. MANA has the distinction of being the leading avantgarde midwifery organization in the U.S for over 30 years because its members
sense the intrinsic worth of its underlying values and innovative approaches.
During times of transition, successful professional associations need the deep
roots of a collaborative leadership culture provided by its founders, the
flexibility to reach toward new opportunities proposed by the emerging
generation of leaders, and a coherent strategy to direct their efforts over time.
MANA needs all hands on deck to do this! YOU may be the new leader or
volunteer MANA is waiting for. It is time for you to step up, take charge, be
the change you wish to see. Shape your professional midwifery association to
meet your needs. Become a part of strategic leadership for MANA and the
U.S. midwifery profession. Everyone is welcome, everyone is needed, and
everyone is important.

What	
  YOU	
  can	
  do	
  
If you have a
HOUR

If you have
a MONTH

If you have a
YEAR

If you have
$100

Do you blog? We
need your
perspective
expressed either on
MANA’s blogspot
or your own in
support of the work
MANA is doing.
Contact
pressofficer@mana.
org

Join one of
MANA’s
committees and
plug into the
action that is
ongoing every
day, every month,
every year.
Contact
info@mana.org

Contribute to the
MANA Stats
Registry-the largest
database on home
birth in North
America.
Contact
research@mana.org
Or volunteer for a
MANA committee.

Contribute to one
of MANA’s
projects--such
scholarships for
student midwives,
political advocacy,
international
midwifery, or
volunteer to work at
the annual
conference. Contact
info@mana.org
.

I SUPPORT
MANA

“I have been a member of MANA since 1999. When I go to MANA
conferences I receive great opportunities for continuing education &
networking. But it is the richness of the culture of midwifery that I feel at

PARTICIPATE

MANA that keeps me coming back year after year. --Tara Tulley, Utah

COLLABORATE
CELEBRATE

“I have been a member of MANA since the beginning in 1982. I love
having a professional association whose main goal is to support out of

http://mana.org/
join-mana

hospital midwives, with continuing education, advocacy in the U.S.,
partnerships with sister organizations, and also representing U.S.
midwives in the international scene.” --Debbie Pulley, Georgia

5 REASONS MANA IS WORTH JOINING & SUPPORTING
A professional association is a synergistic group, meaning, the effect of a collection of people is greater than just one
person. Now more than ever midwives need to ban together, raise their voices, and make changes.
MENTORING
Mentoring is the cornerstone of
many professional organizations
when it comes to working with
younger members. You may never
get in the room with someone at the
top of your field. But MANA has the
ability to pair younger members with
someone much more experienced.
And it gives experienced midwives a
chance to share their knowledge.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

MANA March

MANA provides an enormous amount of
access to resource information for
professional development via workshops,
publications, and information on our
website. MANA keeps members up to
date on industry trends & offers news and
print coverage at annual conferences, run
by midwives, which is an excellent
opportunity to gain experience and
knowledge.

Madness

NETWORKING

ADVOCACY

MANA is known for its annual
conferences & networking
opportunities. Here you can share
ideas, ask for advice, volunteer to
be a speaker or become a member
of a committee. You have the
opportunity to learn about breaking
news in midwifery, learn "best
practices" or new ideas, hear about
key achievers in your field. You can
also meet and brainstorm with others
who are also looking to share and
learn new information.

MANA is dedicated to advocating for the
inclusion of midwives as part of an
integrated maternity care system. MANA
is committed to advocating for consumers
to be able to navigate our healthcare
system effectively and facilitate informed
decisions around high quality, timely, safe
and affordable maternity care. MANA is
enabling transformative research to
change the conversation about childbirth
in the U.S. and improve the maternity
care system for women, infants &
families.

Special	
  membership	
  
discount	
  for	
  
midwives!
Between March 1-31, 2014
MANA is offering a supersavings discount of only $100
for a voting membership with full
MANA benefits for one year. Or
add one more year onto your
current MANA membership.
This would be a great time to gift
a colleague or new midwife with
a MANA membership.

Join MANA today at:
http://mana.org/join-mana

MEMBER BENEFITS
Click <http://mana.org/member-services> for unique member benefits including:
cutting edge website & blog; free listing on consumer website <http://
www.mothersnaturally.org>; discount registration at annual conference; MANA
Stats Data Registry; advocacy for midwives, normal physiologic birth, home birth &
breastfeeding; social media infrastructure. All of this and more is accomplished by
thousands of volunteer hours and your membership dollars.We welcome all
midwives, aspiring midwives, students, and consumer supporters of midwifery.

QUESTIONS? CONCERNS?
COMPLIMENTS? INQUIRIES?
CONTACT THE MANA BOARD OF
DIRECTORS INFO@MANA.ORG

